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xe･) Xxxtscoctuetioo,
'In' accordance with the enormous progress of high tension trans‑
mission, it is inerleasingly essentia} to study the electrie breakdown
of the solid and Iiquid iRsulators,

UnfoT'tunately, however, knowledge on the eleetrie breakdown of
those materials is very meagre and theories on this subjeet put for‑
wayd until now have given veyy little expianation on the phenomenon.
In receBt years, studies on the eleetrie breal{down of gas, liquid and

soiid insulators, have been made by many experimentors. Study on
gas insuiatoy has been thoroughly peyformed, but studies on the
Iiquid and the solid insulators have been as yet very imperfeetly done.

Until now, it has not been distinetly 1<nown whether the solid
and liqt?id insulators is broken down by thermal aetion or by eleetric.

For instance, STEINMETz & }IAyDEN,(') A. GEMANT(L') and U. EDLER(3)
etc. considered that the breakdown of the liquid insulator is eaused

by the liquid vapour produeed by the heat. H. EIsLER(a) considered
it may be caused by the electìic action, bttt done by the static ion.

W. O. ScffUMANN(5) and F. PEEK(") thought the breakdown of the
Iiquid insulator was the same as that of the air and that it was due
to the ionization by coilision o￡ the eleetron.

According to A. NmuRADsE,(7) the breakdown of the Iiquid
insulator may be due to the ionization by eol!ision of the eleetyon and

there are two kinds of electric breakdown in the liquid, viz., the
first is a direcV breal<down of the liquid and is ealled "Ionization
breakdown";the seeond is the byeakdown eaused by the gas adsorbed
on the electredes or in the liquid and is ealled "Non‑ionization break‑

down",ebut it is not a thermal phenomena, as asserted by H. EDLER.(8)

' STEINMETz & HAyDEN: A. i, E. E. Jan. Z924, p. 36.
(1),
(2) A. GEMANT: Zeits. f. rl]eehn. Phys,, 9. 1928. p. 398.
(3) E. EDLER:. Aveh. f. Elel<trot. 24. 1930. p. 37.

(4) H. EisLER: Zeits, f. Phys. 79. 1932. p. 366. ･

(5) W. O. SclluMANN:' Vertr. Ber. d. Studienges. f. Hoehspannungs‑

.anla ffe6n'> ig?6pEEi<: i])ielectrie phenomena in i}iigh voltage Engineering, i930‑

(7) A, NiKuRADsE: E. u. "E. 50. 1933. p. 465.
(8) ff. EDLER: Ameh. f. Elel<trot. 24, l930. p. 37.
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Rather, it is due to the breal<down of the cembined dieleetrics, i.e.
ionization by collision oeeuys at first in the absoybed gas film, and

then the molecules o￡ the liquid aye ionized. Later, Y. TomyAMA &
S. SAwA(i) studied on the dust figure under a iiquld and concluded
that there are not two kinds of breakdown as A. NmuRADsE asserts,

but oBIy one. Recently, A. NIKuRADsE(2) also eoncluded that the
breakdown of the liquid is brought about only by the ionization of
the liquid moleeu}e itself. In short, it may be true that the brea}<‑
down of the llquid insulator may be cause by the pure electric action
and more6ver it seems due to the ionization by eollision of the electron.

The most recent study, by Y. ToRIyAMA aRd the present
author,(3) on the breakdown of the liquid insulator from the speetro‑
scopical point o￡ view, has distlnguished the pure eleetric breakdown

and the pyro‑eleetric oy thermal one. In the pure eleetrie breakdown
of the liquid, the dissoeiatien of tke mo}eeule due to ionlzation must

be brought about, and it eoyyesponds to the dust figure of twig‑like

forrn. But the pyro‑electrie or theTmal breakdown may be caused
s

without the dissociation of the mo}ecule due to ionization and eorres‑
ponds to the dust figure of leaf‑lil<e form whieh rftther depends on the

eonduetivity o￡ the liquid and other factors. The space charge may
be produced and the potentia} distribution neaT the electrode may be
changed, but these have no direct relation to the pure 'e}ectrlc break‑

down. That is, the pure eleetric breakdown is due to the eleetronic
phenomeRa, but the pyyo‑e}ectric or therrnal one is due to the ionie･.

Next, oR the breakdowi3 of the solid insulator, there are at
present, three kinds of theory, i,e, the thermal, the thermal‑
electric and the pure electric theory. On the thermal theory accord‑
ing to K. W. WAGNER,(̀) the solid is broken down by the heat due
to the euryent. But W. RoGowsKI(") modified this theory and stated
(1) Y. [I]oRiyAMA and S. SAwA: Memo. of the Fac, of Eng. Hol{kaiclo
Imp. Univ. Japan. 3. 1933. p. 83.

(2> A. NiKuRADsE: Zeits. f. Phys. 84. 1933. p. 701.
(3) Y. [l]oRIyAMA and V. SmNollARA: Denld‑Hyoron (Eleetrieal Review,

publishedbyKyotoImp.Univ.,Japan,)Jan.1934. '

(4) I<. W. WAGNER: J. A. I. E. E. 41. 1932. P. 1034.
(5) W. RoGowsi{i: Areh. f. Elektyot, i3. 1924, p. 153.･
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his belie￡ that the specific resistance o￡ the solid is the ￡unctien of

the temperature and the field strength. This theory is called the
thermal‑‑electric theory of the solid insulator. 'But those theories
eannot explain thoroughly the experimental results secured with
the impulse voltage. Hence, the solid insu}ator has been considered
to be broken down oniy by purely electric action; this is the pure
electric breakdown theory. On the pure electrie breakdown theory,
there are two kinds of opinion, viz., the first considers the solid to be

broken down by the mechanical force due to the impressed voltage,
while the seeoRd, by the ionization by collision of the eleetron. The

former was held by W. RoGowsm,(i) G. E. HoRowiTz(2) etc,, but ie
does noe agyee with the experimental results and so the latter may be

considered as the right one at present. This idea is supported by
BRAUNBECK,(3) A･ JOFFk,(") [Le INGE""A･ WALTER,(5) A･ V･ HIPPEL(6)

and R. WmER6E(7) etc.
In 193e, IJ. INGE‑A. WAmHER(8) obtained the partial breakdown
of glass and rocksalt, and thereafter the study on the breal<down of

the solid insulator has made progress. A, v. HippEL(9) considered
the partial breakdown or the streamer in roeksalt to have relation
with the crystal axis, i.e. it extends out towards the faee of the

dedecahedron. From this fact, he deduced the mechanism of the
breakdown of the solid; and he mainly deseribed on his paper about
the electron conduction in the solid. Moreo･ver', the fundamental basis
/t

of his theory, that the streamer in roeksalt extends out towards the
(1) W. RoGowsm: Areh. f. E}el{trot. 18. 1927. p. 525.
(2) G. E. HoRowiTz: Arch. f. Elel<trot. 18. 1927. p. 535.
(3) BRAuNBEcK: Zeits. f. [IJec}m. Phys. 7. 1926. p. 391.

F
(4) A. JoFFE: P}iys.
Zeits. 1927. p. 148, or [I]he Physies o￡ Crystal, p.162.
(5) L･ INGE‑A. WALTHER: Arch. f. Elektyot. 24. 193e, p. 259. Zeits. f.

Phys. 64. 1930. p. 830. Phys. Zeits. der Sowjetunion. 3. 1933. p. 284.

(6) A. v. HippEL: Zeits. ￡. Phys. 67. 1931. p. 707; 68, 1931. p. 309; 75.
1932. p. 145,

(7) R, WIDERoE: Arch. f. Elel<trot. 26. 1932. p. 626.
(8) IJ, INGE‑A. WALTIIER: Areh. f. Elel{trot. 24. 1930. p. 259.
(9) A, v. Hip?EL: Zeits. f. Phys. 67. 1931.･p. 707; 68. 1931, p, 309. 75.

.
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face of the dodeeahedron, is eontradicted by IL. INGE‑A. WALTHER.{i)

According to the experimental results by INGE‑WALTHER, the direc‑
tion of the streamer' in rocksalt is not only limited to that towards

the faee of the dodecahedron, and it is ehanged with the polarity of
the applied voltage a･nd the tempeyature. That is, the direction of

the streamer is not constant, Fyom the experimental results by
A. v. IillppEL himself, the directioR of the streamer in NaBr, KI ete,

is also undeterminate, IIence, the fundamental basis of HIppEL's
theory may be doubted.
In this paper, the author has studied on the streamer in crystal

and obtained from the experiments the following results. That
is, it is entirely due to the method of the voltage applioation
whether the direction of the streamer has relation with the
crystal axis or not, and the results of HIppEL or INGE‑WALTHER show
only a part of the facts. Besides, the writer has studied on the pro‑
perties of the streamer in solid aRd Iiquid insulators, and has experi‑

menta}ly elueidated the faet that the characteristics of the streamer
in solid are the same as of the streamer in liquid insulators and that
those streamers are preduced by the ionization due to eleetron impact.

Moreover, the mechanism of the pure electric breakdown of the solid
or of the liquid insulators has been dediueed and the relation between

the breakdown of the solid oy of the Iiquid and that of the air has
been cleared up.

XX,) 6n Whe wwure rcleetric mereakdown of Xiquid
Xnsulators.
rn the former studies oR liquid or solid insulators, the breakdown

voltages under the several eonditions aye usually measured. But the

e

meehanism of the electrie hreakdown cannot'be thoroughly known
from those results if the partial breakdown of those materials are
not studied. That is, consideration of the partial breakdown of the
liquid and the solid insulator, or the streamer in those materials,
(1) IJ. INGE‑A. WALTHER: Phys. Zeits. der sowjetunion 3. 1933. p, 284.

ny
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is most important and most s'uitable in the stgdy of the meehanism
of the eleetric breakdovLTn of those materials just as a study of the

eorona is important in that of the gaseous insulator. Henee, the
partial breakdown, or the ptreamers in Iiquids, sueh as transformer
oil, glycerine, paraffinum liquidum, petroleum, xylol, toluo}, hexan,
gasoline and distil}ed water have been studied. IR many cases arising
in praetice, the moisture, gases and impurities contained iR the liquid

insulators effect theiy breakdown voltage; therefore purified Iiquids

only are used in the following experiments. Fig. 1 is the impulse
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Fig. 1.

generator used thyoughout the experiments. Mi is the sphere gap o￡

5cm. diameter, C is the iY[eirowsky high tension condensor of
O.O177 m.f., R is the water rheostat, V is the glass vesse} and N is

the needle electrode. The needle eleetrode in this case is covered

with a glass tube which prevents the stTeamer along the liquid
surface. Moreover, the tip of the･needle eleetrode is made as shayp
as possible to produce the streamer in liquid when the lower voltages
are used.

1) On the Pure Eleetrie Breakdown of Distilled Water.
First, the experimental results on distilled water, which may be

considered to have a eomparatively simple construction, will be
described. When the applied voltage on the needle electrode N is
increased gradually, the styeamer will come in sight at the tip of

e'
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the electrode in the water. That is, a red streamer such as Fig 2,
first, appears and then is stretches in all directions like a thread as

Fig. 3, and finally it becomes as Fig. 4. The streamer in water
has a twig‑like form and the eolour of it is red. If it is photographed

with the lens, Fig. 5. is obtained. In this ease, very small bubbles

N

N

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

N

Y xsc
/･

･x.

Fig. 4. Fig, 5. Red streamer in water due
to the unchopped wave.

are formed with the streamer. The streamer is more easily produced
when an electrode of smaller radius of curvature is used.
Generally, the eharacteristies of the streamer in liquid do not
differ with the polarity of the applied voltage, except in length.
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The form of the negative streamer in liquid also tal<es a tvtii,:g‑Iike
￡orm and not a eireular one as that of the air, but the length of the

negative streamer is smaller than that o￡ the positive as shown in
Fig. 6. From this relation, it is known that the length of the streamer

is generally proportional to the applied voltage.
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Fig.6. Streamerinwatertobeproducedwith
the unchopped wave.

with the tmehopped impulse
The above results have been btained
o
voltage, but different results are obtained if the chopped wave is

applied. When the impulse vokage from the impulse geneyator of
]N{[L), a vLrhite streamer as shown in Fjg. 7,
Fig. 1, is ehopped with gap

isobtained. That is, the colouy of the streamer ln water is chaiiged
from red to white. Now, i￡ the gap length of gap Mi. is kept constant
and the Iength of gap M2, is increased gradually, the white streamer

due to the chopped wave also extends out as shown in Fig. 8, i.e.
the relation between the elongatlon of the streamer and the applied
voltage is a IiRear one just as is the previous one.

With increase of the width of gap M2, tlie eliopped position
moves toward the wave tail. When the impulse wave is chopped at
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PositiveVoltageisapplied.
Gap Mi is kept at 35 KV.
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O is the result for the red

Fig. 7. White Streamer in water
due to the chopped wave.

streamer to be prQduced
atthecriticalstateofMo.

‑

Fig.8. Streamerinwater

to be produced with the

chopped wave.

the wave top, the white streamer is torn to pieces and changes to
a red one, i.e. the red streamer under this condition contains a pieces

of the white streamer. But it finally becomes a pure red streamer
as the previous one if the applied voltage is not chopped. In a word,
the red streamer is obtained at the wave tail of the impressed voltage,

or it is known that a considerably long time interval must intervene

before the red streamer appears.

When the applied voltage, either chopped or unchopped, is
inereased gradually, the streamer in water extends out to a further

distance, and no changes can be observed on the streamer until the
breakdown is bTought about. That is, either the red streamer or the

white one extends out as it is until the spark‑over. Hence, when
the sparks due to the chopped wave and unchopped one are examined
with the spectorograph, there is a difference between them exactly
like that between the streamers. (An enormous shock may be exerted
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upon the wall of t13e vessel if the byeakdown tal<es place. Heiiee
the glass vessel (IOxlOx12xcm3) is shattered only with a spark).
2) On the Pure Eleetric BreakdowR of GIycerine.

The breal{down of glyeeyine has been also studied and the
eharacteristics of the streamer in glyceriRe fotmd to be the same as
those in water, but tlae effect o￡ the dura￡ion of the applied voltage

does not so easily al‑)pear en the glycerine as on the water. When
the chopped vLTave is applied, a streainer of wlaite twig‑Iike form

appears, a crowd of small bubbles is formed in eompany with it and
a crowd o￡ small bubbies of ftmnel‑shape remains in the glycerine for
a while as shown in IF'ig. 9, beeause the glycerine is very viscous.

However, the sarr}e results as above stated can
be obtained even wheii the applied impulse wave is

not ehopped. But, when a very long impulse wave
produeed from the other impulse generators than

N

that of fig. 1, is applied, the effect of the duratlon

of the applied voltage appears; the colour of the
streamer becoines bluish white and the spectrum of

hydro‑carbon will appear in addition to the con‑
tinuous spectrum.

3) On the Pure Eleetric BTeal<down of Trans‑
former Oil, Petroleum etc.
The breakdown of transformer oil, petroleum,
gasoline, xylol, paraMnum Iiquidum etc., was also
studied, and similar results were obtained for every

･ tllN

t't'"
,,,{:i.g,k',/li･i,g.;..,

N. ‑. ‑ ‑‑ ‑

Fig, 9,
Bubbles in the

glycerine.

liquid. For instance, the effect of the duration of the appl ied voltage

The two kinds of
streamers, i.e. the streamer of a bluish fine thread and the strea.mer
of a white twig‑Iike form, are observed to exist in the transformer
also appeared even on the transformer oil.

oil, It is iio wonder that the 'two kinds of streamers may exist in
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the liquid, beeause the liquid has a eomplicated structure and the dis‑

soeiation may be performed in seveyal ways,

Xxx,) Oxt the Wure wwleetrie xereakdown ef SoXld Xnsulators.

1) wtethod of rnvestigation.
As stated above, the partial bTeakdown or the streamer iR solid
insulator must be investigated if it is desired to l<now the meehanism

of its breakdown. In fact, it is very diMeuk to obtain the paytial

breakdown of a solid insulator, Iu. INGE‑A. WALTHER and A. v.
HIppEL(i) only bare}y obtained that of glass and roeksalt after their

utmost effoyts in a recent year. The present author has also studied
on the partial breakdown of the solid insu}atoy aRd devised the follow‑

ing method to get it. When this method is used, the partial break‑
down or the streamer in solid insulator can be very easily obtained,
and thorough studies made on the properties of the streamers.

' When a very fine needle electrode is sealed in the bottom of a
thick walled glass tube G and inseyted in the Iiquid L, such as water
or glycerine, as shown in fig. 10, the higher potential gradleRt appears

at the tip of the electyode and the paTtlal breakdown or the strearner
in so}id insulator can be easily obtained. (It is better to fiII the gap

between the needle electrode and the inner wall of the glass tube

with mercury or some Iiquid insulator.) Moreover, the other
eleetrode N2 }ies remote ￡yom t‑he glass tube and then a eomplete
bi'eakdown between Ni and NL, does not oeeur even when a higher
voltage is applied on the need}e eleetrode Ni. IIeltce, the iRjury te
be caused by the arc which follovLTs a￡ter the breal<down of a solid
insulater, is ehecked, a"cl the procedure of the breakdown can be
clearly observed.
In the case of the test ef longer sample such as the glass tube, 2t

is most suitable to use the method of fig. 10. But, if only a small
sample is used, the method of fig. 11 may be profitable. A small hole
in which the needle electrode is to be inserted, is dug into the sample,
(1) loc.eit.

U. Shinohara.
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which is placed on the surface of separation of two parallel liquids
as shown in fig. 11. In this ease, it is better to use water and a liquid

of lewer specific gravKy and higher breakctown voltage; accordingly

I have generally used water and parafinum liquidum. In this case,
if small bubbles or small dTops of the water are mixed in the para‑
finum liquidum, its breakdown voltage diminishes to a lower poiltt,
and then it is necessary to renew those Iiqtiids at every repetition of

the expeTiments.

2) On the Pure Eleetrie Breakdown of An Amorphous
Substance.

A glass tube 9mm. in diameter and leOmm. in length, sealed
at one end and blown iRto a sphere, is placed in a water bath as
shown in fig. 10, and the impulse voltage is applied to the needle
eleetrode Ni in the glass tube. WheR the applied voltage is raised
gradually, a poiRt of white light is seen at the tip of tke electrode
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and then it becomes a white twig‑like streamer. The streamer in
solid is more luminous than that i'n the air and can be photographed
with the lens as fig. 12. It is noted that the appearance of the stream‑

er in glass is entirely the same as that in water due to the chopped

Fig.12. Streameringlass.
(magnification 30)
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Fig. 13. Scabs due to the streamer left in the glass.

(magnifieation 50)

wave. When the strearner has been produced, scabs of a twig‑like
form are left behind in the glass as shown in fig. 13 and fig. 46. If
a part of scab remainder is magnified, it becomes as shown in fig. 14.

That is, cracks appear along the strearner. When the crack in the
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glass is Iarger, it appears even on the streamer itself as shown in
fig. 15. In short, the crack may be produced in comPany with the
streamer and plays an important r61e in the breakdown of the solid
insulator. '

When the applied voltage is raised still more, the streamer
extends out a further distance and pierces through the glass tube.
If the tip of the streamer just reaches to the outside of the glass tube,

a fine channel is made through it and a very small hole is left on

Fig.14. Scabsduetothestreamerleftin
theglass. (magnification150)

Fig.15. Streamer in glass.

(magnification 30)
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outsi(le of the g}ass tube without fail., If the other electrode N2
should be eontacted with the sample, the eurrent would pass through

the fine channel and an are would be produced. But, in fact, when
the other eleetrode N2 lies remote from the sample as shown in fig. ie,

the breakdown is ehecked at this point. In a word, the solid insulator

is broken down just at the instant the streamer has piereed through

it. The same relation as the above ean be also obtained with the
unchopped wave (10m5 sec.), i.e. the effect of the duration of the
applied voltage scarcely appears in the breakdown of the solid.
Moreover, the properties and the appearanee of the streamer do not
change with the polarity of the applied voltage, except the length
of the streamer. Either the positive streamer or the negative has
a white twig‑like form and they extend out proportionally with the
applied voltage as shown in fig. 16. The length of the negative
streamer is generally less than that of the positive.
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Applied Voltage in KV.
1. PositiveVoltage 2. NegativeVoltage
Fig.16. Streameringlass.
It must be noted that the streamer in this case is extended out

from one of the electrodes Ni and the other electrode N2 is not
concerned in it at all. That is, the streamer in this case corresponds

to the positive streamer in the air. The solid insulator is broken

'
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'
down by the positive streamer itself, Kenee, the properties of the
streamer in solid differ entirely fr6m those of the positive streamer
in the air. Besides, the positive and the negative streamer in solid

have entirely the same properties and the solid can be broken down
by only the positive ox the negative streamer itself. From these faets

it may be seen that the positive and negative streamers in solid

insulator are fairly good conductors. ,

tttt
tt t
.' 3) Effeeto￡theCyackVpontheBreal<downof
the Solid Insulator.

From fig. 14, it is evident that the seabs left in the solid du6

to the streamer eonsist of small cracks. Hence, the cracl< may be
produced in company with the streamer and plays an important r61e
in the breal<down of the solid insulator. But it has been cleared up
fyom the experimental results that ,the solid insulator can not be

brol<en down only by the mechanical foree due to the impressed
voltage, but it is done by the ionization by collision of the electron.

Henee, the crack rnay be produced after the+ionization of the solid
molecule, because the bonds between the atoms may be cut off if the
solid moleeule be ionized and dissociated. For example, let us cen‑

l･ results of F.
sider the rocksalt. According to the experimental
ZwlcKy,(i) the tensile strength･gf roeksalt is about 6.P ×107 dyn/cm2.

If one wants to obtain the .,meg,hanical foree/ of t#.is amount, the
potential gradient of 5.3 ×206 volt' /cm must be imposed.

As roeksalt

'' ivolt/em(i2), the
is broken down by the potential Etradient of 2×106i. ]

mechanieal force of about one third the tensile strerfgth may aet on

the molecule when the breal{down occurs. When the moleeule has
been ionised and dissQciated, a consideTable effeet may be caused
by the mechanieal force due to the impressed voltage and a crack will

be produeed. When the crackS onee'appear in the solid, the over‑
.potential gradient is prodticed at the tip of the crack and the molecule
of the solid will be easily ionised, i,e, the solid will be easily brol<en

(1) P'.Zwlcl<y: Phys.Zeits.124.1923.'pl131;orH.GEIGER&K.ScHEEL,

Nandbueh d. Phys. Bd. 24. p. 447. ..

i. (2)'.L.INGEaltd
A. WALTHER: Zeits. L Phys. 71. 1931. p. 627.,
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dovtrn. Therefore, it may be entirely due to the crack that the impulse

ratio for the solid iiisulator is much Iower than that for the liquid

as shown already by L. INGE‑A. WALTHER.(i) In addition, the author

has compared the breakdown voltage of a brittle material and that
of a viscous one of like nature to ascertain the effect of the era‑cks

ttpon the breakdown voltage of "the

solid. The breal<down voltage of

40

glass, Iiquid glass, sugar candy and

caramel (at 400C) have been
measured and the results as shown
in fig. I7 are obtained; The break‑

down voltage of the brittle matter
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4) On the Pure Electric Break‑
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Thieknesso￡Testpieceinmm.

down of Crystals.

1. Caramelat400C

2. Liquidg}ass
3. Glassplate

With the method of fig. 11,
studies have been rnade on the

4. Sugarcahdy
Fig. I7.

partial breakdown or the st'reamer

in erystals, such as the single crystals of calcite, tartaric acid, alum,

sugar candy, quartz, eopper sulphate, magnesium sulphate, am‑
monium nickel sulphate and potassium iodide etc. Under this proce‑‑
dure, an exceedingly higher potential gradient can be imposed on the

sample altd the streamer inerystals can be easily studied. When
the higher potential gradient due to the chopped wave (10‑7 sec.
or less) is imposed on the sample, the streamer of a twig‑Iike form,
sueh as fig, 18‑‑23, only is obtained.

That is the streamer in this case

of .the crystal
isindependentofthedirection
(1)

axis.(2)

Ila. INGE & A. WALT}IER: Arch. f. Elektrot. 27. 1933. p. 99.

This.result ･is not doubtful because craeks can be obtained whieli
have no relation with the crystal axis, even by the inechanieal shoek itself.

. (2)

(e. p. S,

IwAsAKI; TexVBook on mineralogy.

p.174.)' .

U, Shinohara.
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Fig. 19.

Streamer in sugar candy.
(magnification 30)

Fig, 18.

Streamer in tartaric aeid.
(magnification 30)

Fig.21. StreamerinAlum.
Fig.20. Streamerincalcite.
(magnifieation 30)

(magnification 30)
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Fig.l22. Streamerinquartz.
(magnification 30)

Fig. 23.

Streamer in magnesium sulphate.
(magnification 30)

Fig.25. Streamerincalcite.
(magnification 5)

B'ig. 24.

Streamer in tartaric acid.
(magnification 10)
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However, when a Iower voitage, aceompanying which the glow
may, or may not, be just found at the tip of the needle eleetrode, is

repeatedly applied many times, the streamer extends out gradual}y
and almost has relation with the cleavage of erystal as shown in
fig. 24 and fig. 25. That is, the shape of the strearner may be ehanged

with the method of the voltage application. Those relations can be
obtained not only with single crystals, but also with mica. Figs. 26
and 27 are the results of the former ease and figs. 28 and 29 are
those of tke latter. [I]he above relations shovtT almost no variation
with the polarity of the applied voltage or with the application of

the unchopped impulse wave (about 10‑" sec.). In short, when the
exceedingly higher potential gradiellt is applied, every bond between
the atoms ean be easily cut off and then the final results beeome the

same as those with the amorphous substance. But when the Iower
voltage, just suMcient to ionise the molecule, is applied, the weakest
bond between the atoms only is cut off, and the strearner in this case
has relation with the cleavage of crystal.

Up to the present, the partial breakdown or the streamer in
erystal only has been deseribed, but it is neeessary to ascertain
whether or not the path of the complete breakdown of the crystal is
only the extension of the streamer. In the former case, when an ex‑
ceedingly higher potential gradient is imposed, the streamer mainly
extends out in the direetion of the field and the path of the eomplete

breakdown is no more than the extension of the streamer. But, in
the Iatter case, when the lower vokage is repeatedly applied, the
path of the complete breakdown is not the extension of the streamer;

it may branch off on the way and the complete breakdown takes
place in the direction of the field as shown in fig. 30 and fig. 31. At

first, the weakest,bond between atoms may be cut off suecessively,
and then the streamer has relation with the eleavage of crystal. But,

when the streamer has been extended out a fuxther distanee and
approaches the other electrode, the potential gradient to be imposed

on the solid molecule will beeome larger. Hence, the other bonds
between atoms are also cut off as well as the weakest one, and the

On the Mechanism of the Pure Electrie Breakdown
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Fig. 26.

Fig. 2Z

Positive streamer in mica.

(magnification 50)

Negative streamer in rnica.

(magnification 50)
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Fig. 28.

PoEitive strEamer)in mica.

Figi 29.

Negative streamer in mica.

(magnification 50)

(magnifieation 50)
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streamer branches off on the way and extends out towards the other
electrode. Therefore, the results of HIppEL and INGE‑WALTHER are
only a part of the facts.

Fig.30. Partia!breakdownofcalcite.
(magnification 1)

Fig.31. Comp]etebreakdQwnof
(magnification 1)
calcite.

IV,) On The Properties of the Streamer in Solid and
Liquid Insulators,
1) Comparison by Spectroseopy between the Streamer in
Liquid and that in Solid
The properties of the streamer in liquid or in solid were studied

by means of the spectrograph. It is very diMeult to obtain the
spectrum of the streamer, beeause the light of the streamer is very
feeble and the time to be exposed is very small. Henee, one reproduc‑

tj,on of the streamer may be barely obtained when the photoigraphie

plate has been exposed during an entire week. In this experiment,
it is diMcult to find such a state that the spark does not take place

at all and moreover that a considerable length of the streamer may

be obtained. When a spark once takes plaee, the spectrum of the
streamer is destroyed and the water bath is completely broken.

180 U. Shinohara.
'

When the Iong impulse wave (10‑G sec. and more) is applied on
the electrodes placed in the water, a red streamer is obtained at the

tip of the electrode. If the light of the streamer is examined with
the spectrograph, the result as shown in fig. 32 is obtained. That is,

the speetrum of the Balmer series of H‑line, OH‑band and the con‑

tinuous spectrum are found. However, when the chopped wave
(about 10T7 sec.) is applied, a white streamer appears and its
speetrum is only a continuous one (fig. 33). (When an absorption

t ttT

o mmtu
= ‑‑l"[i,R
Fig. 32. Red streamer in water due to the unchopped wave.

Fig. 33. White streamer in water due to the chopped wave.

spectrum due to the aluminum eleetrode is also produced, it is only

due to the electrode material.) When the impulse voltage which
lasts during a very short time, is applied, the eontinuous spectrum

only is obtained; but the Balmer series of H‑line and OH‑band
spectrum will result in addition to the continuous one if the ti' me
i.nterval of the voltage application is increased. From the investiga‑

tion of J. G. WINANs,(') J. FRANcK(L') and Y. HuKuMoTo(3) etc., it is
(1) J. G. WiNANs & E. C. G. S[vuEKELBERG: Proc. Nat. Aead. Ameriea. 14.
1928. p. 867.

(2) J. FRANcK & BLAcKETT: Zeits. f. Phys. 34. 1925. p. 389.
(3) Y. HuKuMoTo: Sci. Report of Tohoku Imp. Univ. 1930. p. 178 etc.
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known that the continuous spectrum is produced when the moleeule is
dissociated into atoms. Henee, the continuous speetrum from the white
streamer is produced entirely by the dissociation of the water moleeule

into the atoms or other molecule. However, when the time interval
of the voltage application becomes greater, the dissociated atoms
and molecule are rrioreover ionised and give a peculiar spectrum of

themselves. I{ence, the Balmer series of H‑‑line aiad OH‑band
spectrum appear in addition to the eontinuous one in ease of the
red streamer in water. (The electric discharge in the Iiquid vapour

at a lower pressure was also studied. The eharacteristics such a
discharge closely resembles that of the streamer in liquid, but the
dj.ssociation of the vapour is caused very easily and prog'ressed at
once to the ionization of the dissoeiated atoms and molecule. Henee,
the water vapour gives at once the Balmer series of H‑line and OH‑
band speetrum in addition to the continuous one, and further the
intensity of the continuouts spectrurn of the vapour is more feeble
than that of the liqtiid. Therefore, it is very difficult to eheek the

ionization at the point where only the continuous spectrum is obtain‑
ed. The effect of the duration of the applied voltage also appears not

only on the Iiquid vapour but also on the gas, For instancei, the
spectrum of the electric diseharge in air under lower pressure differs

as shown in fig. 34 and fig. 35 with the duration of ￡he applied
voltage. It is known that a fair time must be needed to ionise the
molecule.)

Hitherto, the partial breakdown or the streamer in water
has been studied, but studies of the complete breakdown or the
spark in water were also made as will be reported in the next
paragraphs.

'
'
'
The speetrum of the spark in water is also varied vyith dura‑
tioii of the applied voltage. The colttinuous spectruin, as $hown in
fig. 36, in obtained for the spark in vtTater due' to the chopped wave,

but the Balmer series of IH‑line and OH‑band speetrum also appear
olt that of the spark due te the unchopped one, (fig. 37 and fig. 38).

U. Shinohara.
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If one eonsiders the meehanism of the breakdown of the liquid which
will be deseribed later, i.t is natural that the effect of

of the applied voltage should appear on the spectrum

the duration
of the spark

in water.

Spectrum of the vacuum diseharge in the air

Fig. 34.

due to the unchopped wave.

Spectrum of the vacuum discharge in the air

Fig. 35.

due to the chopped wave.

Fig. 36.

Spectrum of tne spark in water due to the chopped wave,

i
' of the spark in w'ater due to the unehopped wave.
Fig 37. Spectrum

'

tt

;

Fig. 38.

Fig. 39.

Magnification of Fig. 37.

Spectrum of the streamer in paraMnum liquidum
due to the unchopped wave.

'
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･' However, when the unchopped impulse wave (about 10‑6 sec.)
is applied on the viscous liquids, such as glycerine or paraMnum
liquidum, the white streamer appears and the continuous spectrum
･only is obtained just as when the ehopped wave is applied (fig, 39).
‑The effeet of the duration of the applied voltage does not so easily
appear on those Iiquids as on water, or i,t disappears gradually with

increasing of the viscocity of the liquids. Hence, if one wishes to

obtain the spectrum of the peeuliar lines of the atoms, the longer
wave must be applied. For instanee, the speetrum as shown in fig. 40
or fig. 41 are obtained when the longer wave (10T5 sec. or more) is

applied on paraMnum liquid,um or transformer oil.

.tl.i'･' l･‑..･. .//../i///t'e"l.//.t.../././t b,i
.‑t‑.･.7.‑:...･ t. .+ ‑,･･･‑/,‑

't t'

' Fig.40.Spectrumofthestreamerinpararnnumliquidum
due to the long wave.

'

･ Fig. 41. Spectrum of the spark in transformer oil

due to the long wave.

Fig. 42. Spectrum of the st'rearner in iee.

).

Next, the streamer in solids sueh as glass and quartz etc., are
studied. In those materials, the streamers are the same as in water

due to the chopped wave and give the cOntinuous spectrum. Even
,with the streatner in ice which is a solidified body of water, the
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Balmer series of II‑line and OH‑band speetrum ean not be obtained
but only the eontinuous one, as shown in fig. 42. (The ￡orm of the
streamer in ice is exactly the same as that in, water due to thn.

chopped wave.) Hence, the solid is no more than an extremely
viscous liquid and the properties of the streamer in soiid and in
liquid are exactly the same.

2) Comparison between the Streamer in Solid and
iia Liquid Insulators.
When the higher impulse voltage is applied to the needle electrode
Ni in fig. 10, the streamer in the glass extends out and pieces through

the glass tube G and penetrate into the liquid as shown in fig. 43.
(In this case, a microscopically small hole is left through the glass

tube as stated previously). That is, the streamer in the glass
penetrates into thd liquid as it is and there is no change in crossing

the surface of separation between the glass and the liquid. The
streamer in the glass or in the liquid in this case is no other than

that in glass or in liquid itself respectively. This result can be

obtained with any solids or liquids, sueh as water, glycerine,
paraMnum Iiquidum, petroleum, transformer oil, glass, quartz, calcite
and tartarie acid, ete.

In this experiment, interesting results as shown in fig. 44 and

fig. 45 are obtained. From the boundary surfaee between the liquid
and the solid, the streamers extends out towards both direetions, i.e.

the streamer in the solid extends out towards the electrode Ni and
the streamer in the liquid towards the eleetrode N2, If the scabs
left in the glass due to the streamer are examined, the result as
shown in fig, 46 is obtained; and then it is certain that the streamer

has extended out from the boundary surface between the glass and
the }iquid. This streamer may be produced by the electron which
has been produced by the ionization of the adserbed gas on the glass
surface. From.this result it is clear that the streamer in solid or
in liquid is not produced by thermal action, but by eleetrie, That is,

On the Mechanism of the Pure EIeetric Breakdown
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Fig. 43.

Streamer in the glass tubeLand

Fig. 44. Streamers in the glass tube and
in the liquid (glycerine).

in the liquid (glycerine).

(magnification 3)

Boundary

of the
photo‑ ‑‑.

graphie

plate.

Fig .45. Streamersintheglasstube
and in the liquid (water).

(magnifieation 3)

Fig.46. Scabsduetothestrearner
in the glass tube.
(rnagnification ]O)

‑‑
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the eleetrie breakdown of the solid or of the liquid is entire}y due
to the electrie action and not to the thermal. Moreover, the sh'eamey･s
in so}id or in }i.quid are produced by the ionization by colllslon o￡ the

eleetron aRd not by the meehanieal force due to the impressed voltage.

Because, if the soli{il should be broken down only by the inechanical
foree due to the iiinpressed voitage, as s'tated by W. RoGowsKl(i) ete.,

the streamer must be started from the eiectrode itse}f and extend
out towards the outer sur￡aee of the glass tube, beeause the potentia}
gradient at 'Lhe tip of the needle electrode is much larger than that
of any other parts in the glass. But it is contradictory 'to the factes

and then the streamer j,n solid or in liquid may be entirely produced
by the ionization by collision of the electron.

From the above experiments, the ￡ollowing facts are known.

i) The streamer may be produeed without any aetion of the
electrode itself or it is produced without aRy help of the

eleetroi3 from the cathode. ･ .
ii) The solid alld the liquid insuilateys are broken down by the
streamer itself.
Henee, it ls known that the "second negative streamer"{L) vLThich plays

an important r61e in the breakdown of the air, does not exist in the
breakdoviTn of the solid or iiquid insulatoTs; and moreover the stream‑
er in solid or in Iiquid is a fairly good conductor.

3) Relatioia between the streamer in So}id Insulator and
that in the Air.
The re}ation between the streanaer in solid and that in the a!r
was investigated by means of the dust figure on an ebonite plate
whieh is supported oRly at two coyners by high tension insulators.

A narrow diteh 1mm. iik breadth.and 40mm. in }eRgth has
been dug on the ebenite plate as shown in fig. 47 and the solid insula‑

tors, sueh as the eover glass or mica plates, are put into it. WheB

the impulse voltage is applied on the Beedle electrodes Ni and N2
(1) W. RoGowsKI: Arch. f. Elektrot. 18. 1927. p. 525.
(2> Y, 'J]omyAMA & U. SmNoHARA; Axch, f, Elektrot, 28, 1934, p, le5,
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placed on the ebonite plate,
a dust figure and scabs left

DPfv'1Nz

in the eover glass are
simultaneously obtained,.

Hence, the relation be‑
tween the streamer in solid

and that in the air can be
eompared wj,th each other.

It is known from the ex‑

E

perimental results that the Fig. 47.
positive and negative N:‑Needleelectrode

D: Ditch
streamers in the air can p: coverglassplate
eaSily pieree through the E: Eboniteplate.
eover glass as shown in fig. 48, but no scabs at all are left in the cover

glass. That is, the positive and negative streamers in the air differ
from that in solid and have no relation with it. However, when the

"second negative streamer" in the air has penetrated through the

.

Fig. 48.
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eover glass as shown in fig. 49, a microscopic small hole is left on the

eover glass as shown in fig. 50. Hence, it is clearly known that the
streamer has been produced in the solid in this case. The streamer in

solid corresponds to the state when the "second negative streamer"
extends out along the positive streamer in the air, i.e. to the state of

Fig. 49.

Fig. 50. Scabs due to the " second negative streamer "
on the cover glass plate.
(magnification 100)
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the co‑existence of the positive and "second negative streamer" in the

air. The same eonclusion can also be obtained, when the needle elec‑
trode is placed inside a eapillary glass tube sealed at one end.
It is desirable to discover the distribution of the electric charge

in the streamer in solid, but it cannot be done in practice. Hence,

the following experiment has been done to make only an attempt
toward the solution of this problem. Rather large amounts of resin
powder and red lead powder are piled upon the ebonite plate to make
a porous solid. If the impulse voltage is applied to the needle elec‑
trode buried in this porous solid, a dust figure such as fig. 51 is left

Ng, 51.
on the ebonite plate. The shape of the dust figure in this case is
almost independent of the polarity of the applied voltage and more‑

over the positive and the negative charge are co‑existent on it
similarly to the dust figure in transformer oil which has been studied

by Y. ToRIyAMA.(i) In short, the positive and the negative ions may
co‑exist in the streamer in solid or in liquid.

From the experimental facts which have been already Iearned
by physicists,(2) it is known that positive and negcative ions and
electTons zvile be paToelueed when the molecule of solid or of liquid is
(1) Y. ToRiyAMA, Phys. Rev. 37. 1931. p. 619.
(2) K. FuKuDA: Text‑Book on Atom Structure, p. 202, or H. GEIGER u,
K, ScHEEL: Handbueh d. Phys. Bd. 24. p. 438.
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dissociated by the ionization due to electron impact. Hence, it is
naturally considered that positive and negative ions are co‑existent
in the streamer in solid or in liquid.

4) On the Streamer Along the Liquid Surface.
To know the relation between the streamer in Iiquid and, that
in the air, the writer has studied on the streamer along thev liquid
surface. When the impulse voltage is applied on the needle eleetrode

JtV;

?kotograpk;c

t P･Late

att
Liluid

wh
Fig. 52.
Ni in fig. 52, a Liehtenberg figure as shown in fig. 53 is obtained on

the photographic plate touched by the needle electrode. That is, a
thicker streamer which entirely differs from that in the air, creeps
along the Iiquid surfaee. The streamer is no other than the streamer
of the Iiquid vapour as is ascertained if one observes the streamer in

Fig.53. Streameralongxylolsurface.
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a vacuum tube fi11ed with Iiquid vapour and the spectrum of those
streamers.
The strearner along the liquid surface is more luminous than
that in the air and takes the form shown in fig. 54. This figure shows
the positive streamer along the water surface, but the same result is

obtained for the negative. The streamer along the Iiquid has almost
the same properties as that in liquid, and it is also affected by tihe

Fig.54. Positivestreameralong
water surface.

duration of the applied voltage. That is, a red streamer is obtained

with the unchopped wave and a white streamer with the chopped
one. In short, the streamer along the liquid surface has almost the
same properties as that in liquid, but it is entirely different from

that in the air. If a comparison of those streamers be made, the
following results are obtained.

a) The streamer in liquid is more luminous than that in the air,

b) When the current density of the streamer is measured by
means of the length of the spark produced between the loose contacts
of the needle and iron plate, the fo!lowing result is obtained.<i) If

an impulse voltage of 8 KV is applied to the needle electrode, the
(1) Compare the report by Y. [VoRIyAMA, Y. IcHIMuRA & T. KAwAKAMI:

Jour. of Elec. Eng of Japan. 1933. Aug.
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length of the spark due to the loose contact between the needle and
the iron plate becomes about 15 mm. for the positive streamer along

the water surfaee, but it is nearly zero for the positive streamer
in the air.

e) When t‑he streamer along the water surface meets with a
drop of petroleum, the petroleum may blaze up at once as shown in
fig. 55, but this result eannot be obtained with the streamer in the air.

Fig. 56.
N: Needle Eleetrode.

L: Liquid.
Fig, 55. A drop of petroleum is blazed
up with the streamer along the

water surface.

Hence, it can be ascertained that the current density of the streamer
in liquid is greater than that of the streamer in the air. Therefore,
the streamer in liquid is a better conductor than that in the air.

5) On the Streamer in the Media of Two Liquids.
The properties of the streamer in liquid has been guessed from
the aspect of the streamer i.n crossing the dividing line between two

liquids. (fig. 56) The media are made with water and another lighter
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liquid, such as paraMnttm liquidum or xylol etc. In this paper, the

two parallel layers of water and paraMnum liquidum will be dis‑
cussed in the following. Sinee the speeifie gravity of paraMnum
liquidum is smalier than that of water, a distinct surface of separa‑

tion will be produeed between them.

When the higher impulse voltage is applied on the need･le
electrodes, the styeamer pierces through the paraffinum liquidum

and penetrated into/ the water. The streamer in the paTaMnum
liquidum has'a bluish white eolour, but the streamer in the water a

red one. (When the choppe,d wave is applied, a white streamer can
be obtained.) That is, the streamer in the paraffinum liquidum or in
the water in this ease is no other than that in pararanum iliquidum
or in water itself yespeetively and there is no change in erossing the

surface of separation. When the streamer has crossed over this
surface between the parafllnum liquidum and the water, a fair
quantity of small bubbles or small drops o￡ water comes into the

paraMnum liquidum and the paraMnum liquidum is muddied, and
then the breakdown voltage of the paraMnum liquidum falls to a
lower,point. Nence, those Iiquids must be renewed every repetition
of the experiments,

In the above experiments, the author has noted that the small
bubbles produced by the styeamer in the paraMnum liqu'idum are very

easily ignited. When the small bubbles are intersected by the
streamer aloRg the liquid suyface, they blazed at onee with a yellow‑

ish fiame like that of petroleum on the water surface (fig. 55).
Since the paraMnum liquidum does not usually blazed easily, the
phenomena of "craeking" seems to be caused by the streamey and
the hydrocarbon of higher order may be ehanged into that of lower
order.

With this experiment, the properties of the streamer in Iiquid
and that iR the air can be compared indireetly as following.

(lst Experiment)
When the impulse voltage applied on the needle eleetrode Ni in
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fig. 56, is adjusted to a moderate value, one can produce the streamer

in the paraffinum Iiquidum but not in the water. In this ease, the

small bubbles produced ilt company with the streamer, move as
shown in fig, 57 and circulate in the paraMnum liquidum, Henee the

paraMnum liquidum is muddied. But the surfaee of separation
'
'
'
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Fig.57.Motionofthesma}I Fig.58.Motlonoftheair
bubbles in the paraeanum bubbles in the pavaMnum

liquidum (Li). Iiquidum (Li).

(Lo.:water) (L2:water) '

between the paraMnum liquidum and the water is seareely disturbed,
and it remains at the horizontal. When the eleetrie charge in the
paraffinum Iiquidum in this state is examined with the electrometer,
no deflection of the electrometer can be obtained.

(2nd Experiment)
When the glass tube which covers the needle electrode Ni, is
taken off and the tip of the needle is placed just on the Iiquid surface,

srnal} air bubbles are attracted into the paraMnum liquidum (fig 58)

and circulate in it as shown in fig. 57. When the impulse vol･tage
is repeatedly applied many times, the surface of separation bulges
upwayd grtL61ually and at last a part ofit is raised up and Tidges are

.
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made on the surfaee of the separation as in fig. 59 or fig. 60, and the
small drops of vLTater are attracted into the para.ffinum Iiquidurn fro'rn

the top of the xidges. When those small drops of water are intersectecl

with the needle electrode, a pale blue light appears at the tip of
the electrode to continue during about one second. If the electric
charge in the parafliRum liquidum in this state is exarnined with

the electrometer, it defiects about 7mm. (lmm. corresponds to
300 volts.) That is, the paraffinum liquidum in this state possesses

afair amount of eleetrie eharge. .
[I]he cause of the phenomena may be considered as follows.
In the 2ncZ ex2oe7a?lonent, the streamer in the air extends froin
the needle electrode into the air. As stated previously, the positlve

streameT in the air is the arrangement of the positive ions in suc‑
cession and the negative streamer in the air is that of the negative
ions. When the impulse voltage is applied, the sinal} bubbles of air
are attracted into the para･ff}nuiin liquidum and circulate in it as showii

in fig. 57. With the movement of the charged particles, the water

is attracted towards it. Since the paraffinum Iiquidum is more
viscous than the water, the surface of separation bulges upwards
and at last, a part of it bLirsts out, the ridges are made on the surface

of separation and the small drops of water are attyaereed into the

paTaffinum liquidum from the top o￡ the ridge. With the movement
of the small dyops of water into the paraflknum }iquidum, they obtain

a fairly large qLiaRtity of the electric charge and theR the glow
appears around the needle eleetrode if they intersect with the elec‑
trode. On the other hand, the iieedle electrode used in the ls･t Ex‑
periment, is sealed with a glass tube except for its tip, and thien
the streamer in the parafiinLim liquidum is on}y produeed at the tip
of the needle electrode. Since, as stated previously, the streamer in

liquid consists of positive and negative ions, there is scarcely any

change on the surfaee of separation betxKreen the water and the
paraffinum liquidum and no defiectioii can be obtained when the
paraffinum liquidum in this state is examined by means of the eleetyo‑
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Henee, one ean indireetly know that the streamer in para‑
finum liquidum consists of positive and riegative ions.

meter.

‑ridge

Eg. 59. Change on the surface of separation between

the paraMnum liquidum and the water.

Nt

‑Lz

Nz
Fig.60. Changeonthesurfaceof
separation between the paraM‑
num liquidum and the water.

N: needleelectrode,
Li: paraMnum liquidum,

L2: water,
h: smallridgeofwater.
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6) The Relation Between the Streamer in Solid or in Liquid
Insulators and the Wave Tail of the Impulse Wave, and its
Relation vvith the Breakdown of those Insulators.

The following results can be similarly obtained with any
materials, such as water, glycerine, paraMnum liquidum and glass
etc, In this paper, the streamer in water will be described, for it
gStheearSi YlatPe:O,ida:sC.ed and eXtends out a fareher distance than that of

''

When the gap length of Mi in fig. 1 is 1<ept ,eonstant, and the

impulse voltage to be produced from it is chopped by means of gap
M2, the elong,ation of the streamer at any instant ean be kRowR.
The streamer in liquid extends out a farther distanee gradually with
the increase of the gap length of M2. At the same time, the streamer

in liquid extends out farther even at the wave tail of the impulse

wave. For instance, when a sphere gap coated with transformer
oil is used as gap M2, and the impulse wave is cut off at the wave tail,

the streameT in this case also extends out,a greinter distance than
that of the streamer due to the impulse voltage when it is chopped at

the wave top, Moreover, the streamer extends out a mueh greater
distanee if the gap M2 is entively removed. For an example, the
difference between the length of the streamer due to the impulse
wave whieh is chopped at the wave top and that o￡ the streamer due
to the unehopped one, becomes as in Table I.

･ [I]iABLE I.
(max. value o￡ the applied vo}tage is kept at 25 KV.)
Resistanee(R)inthe
impulsegenerator.

Mst

Lengtho￡thestreamerin
waterduetotheimpuise
wavewhiehischopped
atthewavetop.

Lengthofthestreamer

inwaterduetothe
unchoppedimpulse
wave.

O.2

2mm

5mm

O.5

2

8

1.0

2

12

e
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In a word, the streamer in liquid gradually extends out even
at the wave tail of the impulse voltage. Next, when the resistance
R or the capaeity C in the impulse generator is change, the total

length of the impulse wave produeed from the impulse generator
is also changed. With this impulse wave, the streamer extends out
as shown in fig, 61 and fig. 62, The streamer for the longer wave
Resistance (R) in the impulse generator = O.5 M st

Applied Voltage = 18KV
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Capacity (C) in the impulse generator ‑

Fig. 61.
extend/s out a greater distance than that for the shorter one. This
faet ean be also obtained ￡or any material, sach as the g}ycerine,

paraMnum liquidum, xylol, glass aRd qttartz etc. That is, the
streamer in liquid or in solid depend on the total wave length as well

as on the maximum value (V) of the impulse wav'e (fig. 63). Hence
the properties of the streamer in liquid or in selid differ from those

of the stTeamer in the air which entirely depeltds en the maximum

value of the impulse wave and not on the total wave length, The
￡aet that the streamer in liquid or in solid extends ouL a further
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distance even at the wave tail, showS that it is a fairly good eon‑
ductor and it becomes like an extension of the electrode itself. When
the voltage V' is imposed on the electrode, the voltage V" whieh is
analogous to V', may be imposed on the tip of the streamer. (fig. 63).

If the voltage V" can ionize the }iquid oy the solid molecule, the
streamer will extend out a greater distanee. In short, the streamer
in liquid or in solid is a fairly good conduetoM. ]]Ience the byeakdown

of the liquid or the solid insulators must be defined as follows.

'

'
Capacity (C) in the impulse generator == e.O177 m.f.

Applied Voltage == l6KV
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[I]he solid oy liquid insulator is bToken dowR at the instaRt the
positive aRd the negative eleetrodes aTe coRnected with the eonductive
streamey completely. After that, the current will meyely flo/w on the

conductive path between the positive and negative eleetyodes. The
current in this ease depends on the voltage which is just imposed on
the electyodes ae the instaRt, the positive and the negative electrodes

being connected by the conductive streamer. Henee, even the aspect
o￡ the breakdewn may differ, it only depends on tke quantity e￡ the

current passed over the eonduetive path.

V) asn the wrechanism of the waure rcIectrie wwreakdown ef
the SoXict and the Miguid Xnsulators and Xts meelation
with the Breakdewxx of the Air,
From the experirnental facts it has been ascertained thae the
positive and the negative streamers in solid or in liquid insulators

have the same form and the same properties with eaeh other; that
they are fair}y good conductoys, and mereover that they must be
produeed by the dissoeiation of the moleeule due to the ionization.
In general, when the inoleeules of solid or oE liqui(l are dissociated
by the ionizatien by collision of the electron, puositive aneli negative

ions anal eZeetrons mz{st be p7noducecZ as stated previously. At the
same time the mctss of the sczoleezeles of the solia or the liquid are the

heavie7' and moTeoveT they ean scaf"cely be moved becazese of the force

of the cohesion, espeeially in case the impulse voltage is applied.

Hence it is Teasonable that positive and negative ions co‑exist on
the streamer in so}id or in liquid. First, let the meehanism o￡ the
streamer in the air be deseribed for comparison.

I) On the Meehanism of the Streamer in the Air, Which
has Already been Studied by Many Authorities.
When the impulse voltage is applied, the free electron is ac‑
celerated by the potential gradient, and col}ides w.ith the .air molecule,

and ionises it. When the air mo}ecule is ionised, the positive ion and
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the electron are produeed. The electron is attraeted towards and
falls into the positive eleetrode, but the positive ions are repelled

from the positive e}ectrode, while the mass of the positive ion is
heavier than that of the electron and the velocity of the former is

about one‑thousandth that of the latter, gence the positive ion is
left in the vieinity of the positive eleetrode and thelt the potential

gradient at the tip of the positive ion becomes larger and the
potential gradient betweelt the positive ion and the positive electrode

becomes much smaller. That is, the potential gradient is trans‑
ferred from the electrode to the tip of the positive ion. Hence, the

air mo}eeules are ionised suceessively and the positive streamer
spreads outwards from the electrode. That is, the positive streamer
is an arrangement of the positive ions in succession, Similarly,
the negative streamer is an arrangement of the negative ions in

succession. (The mechanism of the negative streamer seems to
differ somewhat from that of the positive, but it is eertain that the

negative streamer is an arrangement of the llegative ions in suc‑
cession.)

2) On the Mechanism of the Pure Electrie Breakdown
of the Solid and Liquid Insulators.

First, the mechanism of the positive streamer in solid or in
liquid insulators will be described. When the molecules o￡ the solid

or of the liquid are ionised by the e}ectron impact, positive and
negative ions and electrons are produced, The electron is attracted
towards the positive electrode and fa}ls into it. AIso the negative
ion is attraeted tovtTards the positive eleetrode, but it can scarcely

move as above stated. At the same time, the positive ion is repe}led

away from the positive eleetrode, but it also can scareely move.
Kence, the petential gradient at the tip of the posit'ive ion beeomes

large and the potential gradient between the positive ion and the
positive e}ectrode beeomes very small. That is, the over‑potential
gyadient is transferred from the electrode to the tip of the positive

ion and the molecules are ionised successively and the streamer

L
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spreads outwayd from the e}ectrede. Therefore, the streamer takes
a twig‑iike form and it is made up of positive and negative ions.
ttt tt

Next, the mechanism of the negative styeamer in solid oy in

liquid will be t'reated. When the molecules o￡ the solid or of the
liquid are ionised by the eleetron impact, positive and negative ions
and electrons are pyoduced as in the previous case. The positive !on
is attraeted towards the negative eleetrode and the negative ion is
repelled away from it, but those ions can seaTeely move, The electyon
is 41so xepelled away fyom the negative eleetyode and Iies remote from

it. Hence, the potential gradient is transferred from the negative
electrode to the tip of the negative ion, but becomes smaller thalt that

on the positive eleetrode. As the consequence, the length o￡ the
negative streamer become smaller than' that of the positive strbamer.
The differenee of the positive and the negative streaTv}ers in length

ls entirely due to the electTon, oy ie depends" oA the degree of a
through passage of the electron in the rnaterial, (From the experi‑
mental results of A. GVNTHERscHuLzE,(i) it is also ascertained that
the free eleetron may exist in a solid or a liquid and can be passed
through it. Besides, Y. ToRIyAMA(2) and K. ]I'RzlBRu]y[(3) have studied

on the relation between the Iength of the positive and negative
streamers with the dust figure or the Lichtenberg figure. In some
kinds o￡ liquids, the Iength of the negative streamer is exactly the
same as that of the positive.)

'

That is, the mechanism of the negative streamer is almost the
same as that of the positive streamer. Hence, the positive and the
negative streameTs in solid oy ilt Iiquid have ehe same twig‑lil<e ￡orm

and the same eharacteyisties, and those styeamers are made up of
positive and negative ions. Moreover, the situation of the atom
and the electron in the streamers is a}most the same as the situation

of the atom and the eleetron whieh has beeR eonsidered by
(1) A. GtiNTHERscHuLzE: Zeits. f. Phys. Bd. 86. 1933. H. 11112.
(2) Y. [I]omyAMA: 7th. Ann. Cov. of Xnst. o￡ Eiee, ERg. of Japan. 1932. 7.

(3) I<. I)RzlBRuM: Phys. Zeits. 32. 1931, p. 481.

'
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R. IPEIERLs(i) or [liS. BLocH(2) in their explanation of the conduction

current in the metal. Kence, it is natural that those streamers may

befairlygoodconduetors. ''' .
' Withtheproeedureabovestated,streamersinsolidsorinliquids
may be produced. As stated previously, the solid or liquid insula‑
tors are broken down at the instant the positive and the negative

eleetrodes aye completely connected by the conductive streamer.
Henee, the meehanism of the streamer in solid and liquid beeome's
the mechanism of the pure electric breakdown of the soli'd and' liquid
'

' 3) EffectoftheCrackupontheBreakdown
. oftheSolidlnsulators.

In the practiee, a crack may be produeed in eompany with the
Eormation of the streareer in solid insulatoy, The effect of the eracl<

may be generally inserted on the way of the breakdown of the solid
insttlator and the breakdown vo}tage is decTeased by it. [l]hat is,
when the moleeule of the solid has been ionised and dissociited, the

bonds between the atoms are cut off. Under this eondition, the
mechanical foTce due to the impressect voltage, is exerted and the
solid may be craeked. Thae is, the solid may be cracked in eompany

with the formation of the streamey. When the eraeks once appear
in the solid, the over‑potential gradient oeeurs at the tip of the crack

and the nioleeule of the solid wM be easily 2onised. Henee, the solid

will be more easily broken down. The crack may be said to promote
the breakdown of the solid insulator, but it is no more than a seeond‑

ary effect. That is, the mechanism of the pure eleetric breakdown
of the solid insulator is not infiuenced at all.

4) Relation between the Pure Electrie Breakdown of the
Solid or Liquid Insulator and that of the Air.
As stated above, the properties of the strearney in solid or in
Iiquid aTe altogethey different from these of the positive and negative
<1) R. PEiERLs: Ann. d. Phys. 4, 193e. p. 121.
(2) F. BmocH: Zeits. ￡. Phys; 52. i928. p. 555,
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streamers in the air, but such a styeamer corresponds to the state
of the co‑existence o￡ the pesitive anct the "second negative streamer"

in the air, or to such a state that the "seeond negative streamer"
extends along the positive streamer towards the anode. In general,
the spark‑over in the air takes place in the ￡ollowing two stages.(i)

In the first stage, the positive and the negative streamer develop

independently. As the positive streamer extends out more rapidly
than the negative, the former plays an important r6Ie in the first
stage. In the second stage, the "seeond negative streamer" spyeads
towards the anode along the positive streamer and cornplete spark‑
over will take plaee if the "second negative streamer" extends to･ the

positive electrode. While the positive streamer is no rnore than an
arrangement of the positive ions in sueeession as stated before and
the "second negative streamer" is also an arrangement of the negative
ions in suceession, the "second negative streamer" appears on the

ebonite plate as a negative dust

pQsitivestreamevf t figUre･Henee,thepositiveandthe

‑‑"
l l negativeionsareeo‑existentonthe
twthewOOIOOewesl portion of the "second negative

･ leeeel
l ,f‑‑‑I

streamer" whieh extends along the

' tt,s,...d POSitiVeStreaMer(fig.64)andthis

Fig･64' ses,e.g.adii.y,e,, statecorrespondstothestreamerin

･ .solidorinliquidinsulator.There‑‑
fore, the spark‑over in the air takes plaee at once if the "seeond
negative streamer2' reaehes to the positive eleetrode.

In many eases arising in practice, moisture, gases, and impurities
contained in the iRsulators also affect the breakdown voltage of the
insulators, but their consideration seems to be outside the author's
present purpose, alld so they may be left at one side,

'
VX,) CeneXusion,
1) Either the positive or the negative streamer in liquid has
a twig‑like forrn and the same characteristics with each other, ex‑
(1) Y. [I]oRIyAMA & U. SIIINoHARA: Areh. ￡ Elektrot. 28. 1934. p. 105.

Jour. of Elee. ERg. o￡ Japan, Dec. 1931: April, 1932; July, 1932: Feb, 1933.
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cepting their length. In general, the negative streamer is shorter
thalt the positive streamer.

2) The streamer in Iiquid insulator is generally affected by
the duration of the applied voltage, but the effect decreases with
incxeasing of the viscoeity of the liquid.

3) The positive and the negative styeamers in solid insulator
have the same charaeteristics. The form of the streamer in arnor‑
phous substance is a twig‑lilce one and entirely the same as that in

water when the chopped wave is applied. ..
But the shape of the streamer in erystal is ehanged wit‑h the

methods of the vo}tage application. When an exceedingiy higher
potential gTadient is imposed, the styeamer in crystal takes a twig‑

like form like the streamer in amorphous substance; but, when a
Iower voltage, with which the glow may, or rnay not, just appear
at the tip of the iaeedle eleetrode, is repeatedly applied many tlmes,

the streamer has relations with the eleavage of crystal.
4) The streamer in solid and in Iiquid iRsulators have entirely
the same properties. And positive and negative ions co‑exist in those
streameys.

'
' insulators are produced, at
5) The streamer in solid and liquid
first, by the ionization of the electron impact and not by thermal
or mechanical aetion.

6) When the streamer or the partial breakdown is produced
in solid or in liquid insulator, the molecule must be dissoeiated due

.to the ionization. That is, the dissoeiation of the molecule d'ue to
the ionization must be brought about in the pure electric breakdown

of the insulators. Henee, the pure electric breakdown radieally
differs from pyro‑electric or thermal breakdown.
7) The properties of the streamer in solid oy in liquid insulator
entirely differ from those of the positive and the negative streamers
in the air. But the streamer in solid or in liquid rather eorresponds
xsiy,

to the state when the "second negative streamer" is extended out
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along the positive streamer in the air, or to the state of the co‑
existence of the positive and the "second negative streamer" in the
.

'

8) The streamer in li'quid or in solid insulator extellds out a
farther distance even at the wave tail, i.e. those streamers depeltd

upon the total wave leltgth as well as ttpon the maximum value of
the applied voltage.

' 9) Thestreamerinsolidorinliquidinsulatoristhepathof
Iow resistanee. II[ence, the solid or liquid iRsulators are broken
down at the instant the positive and the negative electrodes beeeme

completely eonnected with the conduetive streamer. Then, the
mechanism of the pure electric byeakdown o￡ the solid or of the Iiquid

insulators is exactly the same as the meehanism of the streamer in
the solid or in the Iiquid.

ttt t

10) The meehanism of the streamer' in solid or in liquid insula‑
tor seems to be as ￡ollows. When the moleeule' of the selid or the
liquid is ionised by the electron impact, positive and negative ions
and electrons are produced. Sinee the positive and negative ioRs in
this case ean seareely move, the over‑potential gradient is transferred

from the electrode to the tip of the ion of the same polarity as the
electrode. Hence, the rnolecule is ionised successively and the stream‑

er spreads outwards from the electrode. But the differenee of the
length of the posi'tive and the negative streamer is entirely due to
the electron. That is, in respect to the positive eleetrode, the electron

is attracted and falls iltto it; but as to the negative electrode, the.

electroR is repelled and lies remote from it. Hence the potential
gradient to be transferred from the negative electrode to the tip of
the negative ion, becomes smaller than that on the positive eleetrode.

' 11) In the solid insulator, the effect of the eracks produced by
the meehanieal force due to the impressed veltage, may be generally

ineluded as coneomittant with the breal<down. The craek deereases

the breakdown voltage to a lower point. But it is no more than a
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seeondary effect, and the mechanism of the pure electric breakdown
of the so}id insglator is not infiuenced at all,
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